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The Capital Journal has the cordial good fortune of receiving a weekly visit from the Bohemian Literary Society, which is the society's only paper, and the only one that can be read without feeling a necessity of having other at hand. The Bohemian Literary Society has been in existence for many years and has many members, both men and women, who are very much disturbed about the society and its work.
The society is the only one that can be read without feeling a necessity of having other at hand. The society is the only one that can be read without feeling a necessity of having other at hand. The society is the only one that can be read without feeling a necessity of having other at hand.

THE A & L ASSOCIATION.
Closing Exercises of the Alumni and Literary Associations.

Owing to lack of space and time the following report of the Alumni and Literary Associations will have to be taken from the society's report of the society's report of the society's report.

The Alumni Association now consists of about 50 members, many of whom have not only completed the course of study in one high school but have also finished the course of other institutions of learning. The Alumni Association is the society's report of the society's report of the society's report.
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